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The dust settles
around Network X
As we are in the full swing of conference
season, we have seen the first of the newly
rebranded Network X shows in Amsterdam.
This is a conference born out of the
Broadband World Forum and 5G World which
have merged in to one show.
It went hand in hand with lots of
announcements, and there was even an
award ceremony. It will certainly be exciting
to see what else comes out in the lead up to
the new year.
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Vodafone Announces Plans for
Open RAN Commercial Pilot in
Germany

Mavenir Wins Outstanding CORE
Network Solution and Outstanding
Open RAN Solution at Network X
Awards

Vodafone today announced plans to conduct a
commercial pilot of 5G Open Radio Access Network
(RAN) at mobile sites across two rural areas in
Germany – its largest European market – starting in
early 2023.

Mavenir, the Network Software Provider building
the future of networks with cloud-native software
that runs on any cloud and transforms the way
the world connects, is pleased to announce it has
won two awards – Outstanding CORE Network
Solution and Outstanding Open RAN Solution – at
the Network X event, showcasing the company’s
continued excellence as a leader in open cloud-native
architecture end-to-end solutions.

This will be the first deployment of Open RAN
technology in Germany that is fully compliant with
the specifications and roadmap endorsed by the
leading mobile operators in Europe (The Open
RAN MoU group). These specifications define
an architecture for the use of secure, open and
interoperable multi-vendor equipment and have been
adopted by industry-body Telecom Infra Project (TIP)
as the blueprint of choice for building Open RAN at
scale in Europe.

Read article

Read article

Plume Launches Uprise to Transform
Connectivity Services for MDUs

DZS Collaborates with Major Global
5G Carriers and Ecosystem Partners
at O-RAN ALLIANCE PlugFests
Worldwide

Personalized smart services pioneer Plume® today
announced the launch of Uprise™, the world’s first
cloud- and AI-powered connectivity and management
solution designed to meet the unique needs of
Multi-Dwelling Units (MDUs)—including apartments,
multifamily, and other high-density living spaces—
with high capacity, reliable and secure services. The
new suite of services extends the benefits of Plume’s
field proven HomePass™ and WorkPass™ suites to
the MDU market, enabling property managers and
Communications Service Providers (CSPs) to provide
highly personalized customer experiences while
reducing costs through unmatched hardware choice
and lower CAPEX.

A global leader in access and optical edge networking
infrastructure and cloud edge software solutions,
today announced its participation in three O-RAN
ALLIANCE Global PlugFest Fall 2022 venues, in
partnership with a number of the world’s largest
mobile operators across the U.S., Europe, and Japan.
This successful multi-vendor testing regime includes
a total of 80 participating companies for Fall 2022,
underscoring the rapidly growing momentum behind
Open RAN (O-RAN) standards and technology
globally.
Read article

Read article
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Telenor Sweden launches new
Icotera Wi-Fi 6 Router
The new Wi-Fi 6 router is designed to solve some
of the biggest wireless internet challenges in Nordic
homes, and will not only bring more speed, but a much
better in-home internet experience - making it faster,
more liable and ready for the future.
Read article

EE dips a toe into domestic security
UK operator EE is launching a smart home security
product alongside Verisure, and a cyber security
offering in partnership with Norton.
EE has recruited home security firm Verisure and
cyber security firm Norton to sell some consumer
packages in both sectors, which we are told is part of
its “journey to become the most personal customerfocussed technology brand in the UK, highlighting its
commitment to introduce new products and services
beyond connectivity.”

Sagemcom Dr. Neuhaus Wins
Digimeto Major Contract for Modern
metering Devices of the German
Smart Metering System

Read article

Sagemcom Dr. Neuhaus wins a significant share
of the tender for the supply of modern metering
devices for DIGImeto GmbH & Co. KG. This makes
Sagemcom one of the main suppliers.
With the contract won, the good and intensive
cooperation between the two companies in terms of
modern metering devices enters the second round.
Due to the positive experience of the last few years
as well as the success-oriented combination of the
development of metering technology and long-term
oriented cooperation, Sagemcom Dr. Neuhaus was
able to convince in the tender.
Read article
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